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The book launches The Lauson Program: Nine Keys to Lower Facial Harmony. It eliminates the
need for permanent teeth extractions and medical procedures to accomplish facial beauty and
harmony getting rid of present and future complications of TMJ Dysfunction, Obstructive Sleep
Apnea and neck and back problems linked to tooth positions. It emphasizes the holistic
methods developed by myself over a 25 year period. The celeb smile is achievable (at least
where in fact the teeth are concerned) by anyone at any age. If followed, this reserve could
revolutionize the field of orthodontics.
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Interesting and Informative Publication Empowering Readers to create Great Choices After
getting three different views from three different orthodontists about my daughter's teeth, I
decided to educate myself about teeth and orthodontics therefore i could make an informed
decision in what treatment to pursue, if any. Quite simply, it is not just about teeth; Since
reading it and supplementing what I discovered by reading other content online, I am convenient
and self-confident choosing from among your options presented. I was glad to be referred to Dr
There are so many orthodontists/dentists that have no idea that there is even more to straight
teeth than just the teeth themselves.. The " Lauson Program: Nine Keys to Lower Facial
Harmony" is certainly a holistic strategy that addresses A LOT MORE THAN CROOKED Tooth.
Every mother or father should read this reserve prior to an orthodontic consult. Good information
for experts and laypersons alike. A great publication for parents whose kids have tooth and jaw
deformities When my wife and I were told by our dentist that our 18-season old son needed jaw
surgery to improve a Class III underbite, we were very concerned. Our orthodontist concurred
with this course of action. We watched several YouTube videos of patients who got undergone
orthognathic surgery. It will provide them with the some of the necessary data needed when
making timely orthodontic decisions. This procedure would be more tough than we had
anticipated, and today, we were quite worried. Lauson’s reserve on Amazon. By a sheer stroke of
luck we came across Dr.Dr. Lauson requires a systems method of the correction of malformed
teeth. This book is certainly terrific at explaining common complications, treatment options, and
how one's teeth and bite are important in the bigger picture of health and ease and comfort. he
relates malocclusion to numerous interrelated factors, which are contained in his nine keys to
directly teeth, correct jaw framework, overall proportion of encounter, and healthful nasal
breathing in addition to prevention of TMJ discomfort and development of sleep apnea later in
lifestyle. For me, he correctly relates most of the causal complications to mouth breathing and
an underdeveloped higher jaw. As I read the book, I possibly could checkmark many of his nine
keys as relevant to our son. Should be required reading in every orthodontic . Widening the
palate opens the airway which gives the tongue a location to call house. Lauson’s book links the
dots in a language that parents can simply understand. I want he had more examples of adults
in the reserve. Whatever the decision used by parents, they may want to read this informative
book initial. Excellent book. Actually, my wife had earlier identified that mouth area breathing
was most likely causing our child’s problems, but we'd no clear description about the other
factors and how these interacted with one another... Excellent book. Ought to be required
reading atlanta divorce attorneys orthodontic residency program. Having had four permanent
tooth extracted almost four years ago because my teeth were too large for my mouth and
having a son coping with sleep apnea, I saw so a lot of myself and my family in his book.. After
having braces twice but still having problems, I was happy to be referred to Dr.for the faculty!!
Many thanks Dr. Got I known this a while ago, I would have saved a lot of money and pain. Much
of what Dr. Lausen speaks about is coming old. Dr. His chapters on mouth breathing, airway and
TMJ dysfunction are signs or symptoms which have been overlooked for years. A house for the
tongue One of the best books I've browse in some time. Lausen for all work that you do. A must
read for any parent considering orthodontic treatment because of their child! Studies have got
linked airway problems with less than desirable face and dental development. Lauson, because I
realize after reading his book that I am therefore fortunate I don't have medical issues. Lauson
and found out my problem had not been my tooth, but my jaw and palate. I have also told my
boy that despite the fact that he thinks there is no need, I really strongly suggest that he have a
consultation with Dr. We then read some books by patients who experienced undergone this



surgery and had shared their encounters. Paula Fabbie, COM Must read for each dentist and
compulsory browse for orthodontists Excellent review of contemporary orthopedic methods in
treating facial skeletal and oral malformations and ending with a wholesome patient that's a
tractive as well. Palate expansion at any age. Awesome results! Fortunately, our son did not have
to go through surgery. Awesome results! I am transionig into barces in a .. Five Stars Gives me
choices for my sons open bite. We am a current patient of the olDoctor ( I am 37 years aged).
Viewing him for my TMJ issue. He statements that adults don't want surgery treatment to
expand their palates like is often taught. I am transionig into barces in per month. Entire
treatment is 30 months. Happy with the progress! strongly suggested doctor. I have
beenlooking for one like this one in past 20 years!. We saw myself and my family in this
publication!. I plan, the moment budget permit, having myself tested with Dr. Functional
orthodontics, is one modality that can be used to address the harm that exists and help with
making positive adjustments. I motivate the parents of my myofunctional therapy sufferers to
learn this informative reserve. You made a dry subject extremely interesting and kept me turning
the pages! It can't harm and, besides, we have no idea what we would learn. I know I have
already learned a great deal from just the reserve! Awesome work, Dr. Lauson! Lauson.
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